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GRAPE VARIETY 
Riesling

Pale Straw

NOSE AND PALATE 

VINEYARD REGION 
Vin De Vie Vineyard, Orange

VINEYARD ALTITUDE 
845m above sea level.

WINE ANALYSIS
Alc: 11.5% pH: 3.26 TA: 6.70 RS: 96 g/L Yeast:VL1

WINEMAKER
Simon Gilbert

PEAK DRINKING 
Now until 2027

Orange Marmalade. Apricot. Lush. Balanced. Dry.

VINEYARD CONDITIONS

Sourced from the foothills of  Mt Canobolas, Orange at an altitude of  845 meters above sea level, these
vineyards have extremely fertile soil, rich in volcanic ash. It is deep well drained clay loam, and red and brown
ferrosol soils derived from basalt, with silty textures being found at hill top sites.

One of  NSW’s cooler regions, Orange has a mean January temperature of  19.5°C with a 15°C variance
between summer and winter months, an average rainfall of  approximately 875mm per annum. With Orange
being the highest wine growing region in Australia, grapes grown here not only enjoy all the benefits of  its
cooler temperatures, and unique typography, but also benefit from over 9hrs per day of  direct sunshine during
the growing season. The combination of  both the cooler climate and plentiful sunshine, is vital to the fruits
ability to develop intense aroma and maintain flavour giving these grapes a long mouth feel and flavour profile.

WINEMAKERS NOTES

Fruit was hand harvested with deliberate and careful selection of  the ideal botrytis bunches. These handpicked
bunches were then destemmed and lightly crushed and left in the Press in a reductive environment (no oxygen,
with Carbon Dioxide protection) for a . few hours to rehydrate the shriveled/concentrated grapes. The fruit
was then pressed. with minimal extraction. This juice in the receival tank then followed our normal course of
action for Aromatic wines pre-fermentation. The Riesling juice was fermented with commercial yeast at a low
temperature to preserve the natural and concentrated fruit character. The ferment was then stopped at residual
sugar rate of  90 g/L through the use of  cooling and Sulphur Dioxide to prevent yeast continuing to metabolise
the sugar. It was then given time to clarify before it was adjusted, filtered and bottled.

COLOUR

LATE HARVEST RIESLING TWO THOUSAND AND THIRTEEN


